(12/19) Retirement Sale: Everything must go! – Fully stocked practice, two lanes of equipment including Optovue ivue OCT, Nidek fundus camera. Humphrey field analyzer, Ultravision computerized eye charts, and everything you need for an optometric practice. Also for sale are Fashion Optical frame boards, reception area furniture and lots of framed wildlife art prints. I can email a complete list and photos or come and shop. I can't take it home, so make some offers and get some great deals. Contact: Dr. Stephen Kessler, 7425 University Ave., Middleton, WI, 608-831-2033, steveidr@juno.com.


(8/19) FOR SALE: Over 2000 UNCUt Ophthalmic Lenses – This lot of lenses consists of about 1100 Polycarbonate and approximately 960 CR-39 Lens Blanks. We counted 2079 but the count may be a little high or low. Various powers - Too many lenses to inventory. Sliding tray table that holds a small portion of the lenses included. $399.00 for the CR-39 Lot, $499.00 for the Polycarbonate Lot or $700.00 for the full Lot - No other partial sales. You MUST PICK UP. Too many to ship. Interested parties, please contact doctor@sussexeye.net or (262) 364-8220.

(3/19) For Sale! Octopus 300 Pro Perimeter and Table – Perimeter and table work great, but need to find a new home for it. $4,000 for perimeter and table combo. Interested parties, please contact Dr. John Warren at jwarrenod@mac.com or 262-752-2020.

(2/19) Topcon 3D OCT 2000 for Sale – Topcon 3D OCT 2000 in excellent condition is for sale. Optic nerve and retinal imaging. $16,000 (negotiable). Buyer can pick-up or pay for shipping. Please contact Dr. Brad Wicklund at 920.893.3937 or bwicklund@20-20visions.com for more information.